EMERGING

ikaasa Group of Schools
believes in training its
students to have a holistic
personality, which enables
them to awaken their inner
selves and potentials. Their vision is to be
a leading provider of quality education by
nurturing creative thinking and instilling
a sense of compassion for others in their
students. They place great importance
on extra-curricular activities like sports,
music, art, and community service, as

V

EDUCATION

they believe that education goes beyond
academic excellence.
OFFERING
INTERNATIONAL
CURRICULUM
Vikaasa School, founded in 1969, is a
co-educational school affiliated with
CISCE, New Delhi. It offers classes
from Pre-KG through XII and follows
the ICSE and ISC syllabus. It has been
designed to encourage students to be
independent learners. The curriculum

encompasses General Knowledge, Soft
Skills, Life Skills, Value Education and
Socially Useful Productive Work (SUPW).
Students of Class 11 and 12 can choose
from electives ranging from Commerce/
Business, Computer Science to Math,
Biology to develop specializations.
Vikaasa World School, launched in 2011,
is the first IGCSE school in Madurai
that runs classes from Pre-KG to XII
and takes pride in its excellent teaching
methodologies. It has a team of 46
well-qualified and dedicated faculty
members who focus their energies on
moulding students into a better version
of themselves and make them ready to
face the vicissitudes in life.
AN ENVIRONMENT CONDUCIVE TO
LEARNING
Vikaasa has established two more
campuses to provide quality education
to its students in a happy, positive, and
safe environment close to their homes.
Beyond academic excellence and holistic
development, they’re equally committed
to high standards of achievement and
child care. The fabric of society is changing
rapidly, which is further influencing the
children’s knowledge. As a result, the
entire education system is continuously
improvising itself to adapt and survive in
the long term. Schools under the Vikaasa
banner make their students adept in
facing the challenges of the outside world
with full confidence and responsibility.
As a result, their students have been
able to open up newer horizons through
their independence and leadership skills,
and have attended some of the most
prestigious universities both in India and
abroad. Vikaasa believes that the role
of the teacher is no longer to provide
information but to provide guidance in
acquiring the skill of learning.

VIKAASA GROUP OF SCHOOLS
FULFILLING THE PROMISE OF QUALITY EDUCATION

The vision to provide globally-relevant education and an increasing need to
inculcate cooperation and compassion to make students better citizens led to
the establishment of Vikaasa Group of Schools. Under the able leadership of
Chairman Mr. Biju Sudarsan, it is reckoned among the top schools in Madurai
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STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITIES
Its spacious campuses come with wellfurnished and well-ventilated classrooms,
up-to-date and well-stocked library, fullyequipped auditorium, superfast internet
in computer laboratories, and a large
sports ground for playing basketball,
cricket, tennis and football. Vikaasa
Group of Schools has indeed transformed
the definition of education by allowing
its students to experience the sheer joy
of childhood, and preparing them for
tomorrow’s world while keeping them
rooted in the Indian ethos.

